ConfD Case Study:
Ribbon Communications
Ribbon Communications Simplifies Development,
Speeds Time to Market with ConfD

About Ribbon Communications
Ribbon Communications Inc. (Nasdaq: RBBN) delivers market-leading software
solutions that secure and power many of the world’s leading service provider and
enterprise communications environments. Built on world-class technology and
intellectual property, the company’s cloud-native solutions deliver intelligent and
secure real-time communications solutions for the cloud, network and enterprise
edge. Ribbon’s Kandy Cloud real-time communications software platform delivers
advanced and embedded CPaaS and UCaaS capabilities enabling service
providers to rapidly create and deploy high-value communications services. To
learn more, visit ribboncommunications.com.

A Need for Speed in Developing Network Solutions
In the market for real-time network solutions like SBC, timing is everything.
Ribbon’s network operator customers are always looking to bring new
capabilities to their subscribers and differentiate from the competition. Which
means that Ribbon’s R&D organization faces constant pressure to develop new
SBC features and get them to market as quickly as possible. Meeting those
demands is no small task. SBC technology is highly complex, requiring designers
to account for many permutations of data with complex dependencies and
validation requirements, as well as the need for ultra-high reliability.
To simplify this process, Ribbon’s design team has long sought to standardize and
automate as much of SBC management as possible—configuration, validation,
monitoring, northbound interfaces (NBI), and more. All the way back in 2007, the
design team (then part of Sonus) was among the first in the industry to recognize
the value of standardized interfaces and data model-driven management.
“In my previous role with GENBAND, we felt the pain points of not having NETCONF
or standardization,” says Mark Riley, Design Manager, Ribbon. “Different designers
were basically recreating their own CLI, validations, and monitoring for every release.”
At the time, however, NETCONF was still quite new, and the team had few
commercial options for implementing programmability. But the alternative,
developing their own NETCONF implementation in-house, would have meant
carving out resources from the company’s R&D budget—and pulling designers
away from their focus on developing core SBC functions for customers.

“Over the past 13 years as we’ve
worked with ConfD, we have seen
the product evolve, supporting key
features like REST and YANG data
models, and continually improving
security, performance, and scale. The
Cisco/Tail-f team has consistently
supported us across multiple
production releases and helped
Ribbon deliver a very feature-rich,
model-driven management solution
to our customers.”
—Mark St. Pierre, Director of
Platform Software

The Solution: ConfD
After reviewing the options, the design team chose ConfD. Then as now, ConfD was the industry gold standard for
implementing standardized programmability in network devices and rendering multiple northbound management
interfaces from a common set of data models and instrumentation. Using ConfD, Ribbon’s design team was able to
implement a comprehensive, versatile SBC management framework that:
• Automatically generates CLI from Yang data models
• Automatically renders NBIs (NETCONF, RESTCONF, SNMP) to OSS and EMS systems
• Ensures data integrity in highly available deployments through support for transactions, rollbacks, and validations
• Provides consistency and streamlined usability in CLI syntax, even when validating complex interdependent configurations
“Looking at all the features and functionality we required, ConfD was by far the most complete solution,” says
Mark St. Pierre, Director of Platform Software, Ribbon.

The Results
For more than 13 years, through multiple products and software releases, Ribbon has continued to rely on ConfD to meet
the full range of management requirements for its SBC solutions. Using ConfD, the company has realized:
• Faster time-to-market for new products and features: The ability to model a standardized management framework,
and then automatically render multiple management interfaces from a common data model, has made Ribbon’s
ongoing SBC development much faster and easier. Designers can focus on features that customers want, knowing
they have a consistent framework for CLI, data models, and NBIs. “ConfD’s data models and auto-generation remove
a huge burden from our R&D teams,” says Riley. “They don’t have to worry about how to manage configuration
databases, REST interfaces, or coordinating validation. All of that is already in place, so they can get to the core of the
problem and get releases out more quickly.”
• Simpler product integrations: Much of Ribbon’s growth over the years has come from mergers and acquisitions—
which, in turn, has often created a need for complex product integrations. Having ConfD at the heart of Ribbon’s
SBC products (and, in several cases, integrating with other products that also used ConfD) made this process much
smoother. “Working with products that use YANG data models and ConfD’s standard NETCONF implementation and
tooling has definitely been a benefit,” says St. Pierre. “When we acquired GENBAND, for example, the team was able
to ramp up on our SBC and make contributions very quickly.”
• Streamlined transition to cloud: Recently, Ribbon has been evolving its portfolio to include virtualized and cloudnative solutions. As a result, they’ve had to meet more stringent customer requirements for management automation,
as well as REST and RESTCONF interfaces. ConfD has proven invaluable in this process. “The way ConfD does
transactions, and the functionality provided by the management APIs in keeping configurations consistent across
many virtual machines, is extremely powerful,” says Jun Chen, Software Architect, Ribbon.
With these capabilities, Ribbon continues to deliver industry-leading SBC solutions, with the agility to quickly deliver new
features as customers’ needs and networks evolve. As the company transitions to the world of microservices, serverless
infrastructure, and infrastructure as code, Ribbon’s design team expects ConfD to continue playing a key role in their solutions.
“SBC is a big player in the network, and will continue to be,” says Riley. “ConfD gives us the confidence and streamlined
capabilities to quickly and consistently push out great products to our customers.”
For more information about how ConfD can benefit your business, contact info@tail-f.com.
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